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                             Abstract 
By studying about time dilation, I proposed a paper which tells us about 
the different constant time flows of our universe. 

Introduction 
Time is relative and it(Time) changes according to velocity difference 
around the universe and also it(Time) changes due to the gravitational 
field around the universe and here in this paper I proposed about the 
different constant rate of time flow in our universe. 

Four different time constants of our universe 
1)  When there is no curve in the spacetime and any object or particle 

in that spacetime (i.e. the spacetime which is not curved) is in a 
state of complete rest with respect to anything then the rate of time 
flow for it(object or particle in that spacetime which is not curved) is 
Ţ. 
This the actual rate of time flow of our universe. 

2) When there is no curve in the spacetime but any object or particle 
inside it (spacetime which is not curved) is in a state of motion with 
respect to something then the rate of time flow for it (particle or 
object which is in motion with respect to something in that 
spacetime which is not curved) will be Ț. 

3) When the spacetime is curved and any object or particle inside it 
(spacetime which is curved) is also in motion with respect to 
something than for it(particle or object in that spacetime which is 
curved and that particle or object is also in motion) the rate of time 
flow will be Ť. 

4) When the spacetime is curved but the particle or object inside 
it(spacetime which is curved) is in a state of rest with respect to 



anything then for it(particle or object which is in that spacetime 
which is curved and also that particle or object is in a state of rest 
with respect to anything) the rate of time flow will be Ŧ. 


